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BASIC PRINCIPLES OF APPLIED NUCLEAR TECHNIQUES

J.K. Basson
Isotopes and Radiation Division
Atomic Energy Board, Pelindaba

WM SAMEVATTING

{ ;': Die tegnologiese aanwendings van radioaktiewe isotope en straling in Suid-Afrika het geleidelik
S>J' toegeneem sedert die eerste besending kunsmatige radioisotope in 1948 ingevoer is. Teen die einde van
Í ' ;! 1975 was daar 412 gemagtigde nie-mediese organisasies (327 nywerhede) wat honderde geseslde bronne

- (í- gebruik, asook hul billike deel van die duisende besendings radioisotope wat jaarliks ingevoer of geproduseer
^; word (hoofsaaklik vir mediese doeleindes).

: y . Dit is derhaiwe noodsaaklik dat Suid-Afrikaanse tegnoloë die beginsels van radioaktiwiteit moet
?/'•;• verstaan om sodoende daartoe te kan bydra dat die aanwending van kemtegnieke in die nywerheid inslag
v|C- vind.

fV ABSTRACT

The technological applications of radioactive isotopes and radiation in South Africa have grown
j ! •. • steadily since the first consignment of man-made radioisotopes reached this country in 1948. By the end of
: 1 1975 there were 412 authorised non-medical organisations (327 industries) using hundreds of sealed sources
', as well as their fair share of the thousands of radioisotope consignments, annually either imported or

.-: produced locally (mainly for medical purposes).

?.*-"',." Consequently, it is necessary for South African technologists to understand the principles of
•, , ; radioactivity in order to appreciate the industrial applications of nuclear techniques.

^ NUCLEAR PHYSICS

• Atomic Structure

:^ ' It is one of the marvels of modem physics that all material can be regarded as constructed of only

three fundamental particles (as a first approximation). The electron is a light particle with a negative
' electrical charge; the proton is 1 836 times as heavy, with an equal but positive charge; and the neutron has

/ approximately the same mass as the proton, but carries no electrical charge.

When one atom approaches another, it sees the well-known picture of a number of electrons moving
in different orbits around the nucleus of the atom, rather like our solar system. The simplest type of
reaction which takes place between the atoms involves only the electrons of the outer orbit; this is the usual
chemical reaction, which liberates only a relatively small amount of energy. The number of orbital electrons
therefore specifically determines the chemical properties of the atom; atoms with the same chemical
properties (i.e. the same number of orbital electrons) thus constitute a specific element, as arranged in the
well-known Periodic Table of the Elements.

The negative electrons are held in orbit by the positive protons in th<ï nucleus through the electrk'-al
force. Because the whole atom is electrically neutral, the number of nuclear protons must be equal to the
number, of orbital electrons in the atom; this means that the number of protons (atomic number, Z) is also
characteristic of the element. Proton numbers range from one, in the case of hydrogen, to 92 in the case of
uranium, the heaviest element found in nature.

What prevents the protons, which are «II positively charged and thus repel each other strongly, from
flying apart? It is the so-called nuclear force which, in spite of intensive nuclear physics research, is not yet
fully understood. An indication of the much stronger forces acting within the nucleus is found in the fact
that nuclear energies are expressed in MeV, while the energies r e l i e d by reactions of the orbital electrons
(chemical, light, etc.) are of the order of a few electronvotts. (The electronvolt, eV, is • unit of energy
equivalent to the amount of energy gained by an electron in passing through a potential difference of one
volt: 1 eV = 1,6 x 10—19 joule.) Furthermore, 'the mass of an atom is obviously concentrated in its nucleus.



The uncharged neutrons play a very Important role in the binding of the nucleus into a stable unit.
For each specific number of protons (i.e. for each element) there are several possible numbers of neutrons
(N) which can form a stable or semi-stable assembly, i.e. an "isotope". The total number of nuclear
particles (protons and neutrons) is called the mass number (A), i.e.

Z + N • A
(A tomic number or number of protons) (Number of neutrons) (Mass number)

Radioactivi ty

The word isotope is made up f rom the Greek words " i s o " (the same) and " t o p o s " (place), which
indicates that it occurs in the same place in the Periodic Table, I.e. it is a fo rm of the same chemical element
(Z). More then one number of neutrons (N) is therefore possible fo r the same element, fo rming di f ferent
isotopes o f the element, some of which may be unstable, as indicated in the so-called Chart o f the Nuclides.
Such an unstable isotope changes to a more stable nucleus by the emission of energetic, ionising radiations
and is thus called a radioactive isotope or a radioisotope.

Radioactive decay consists in the decomposit ion of individual nuclei independently o f one other, and
therefore obeys only the ordinary statistical laws which lead to an exponential rate o f disintegration. Every
radioisotope has a characteristic possibi l i ty fo r the radioactive disintegration of its nuclei, which is observed
as the "ha l f - l i f e " , i.e. the t ime taken for half of the nuclei t o decay. Thus after a t ime equal t o the half- l i fe

| | o f the specific radioisotope, only half o f the original radioactivity remains; after t w o half-lives, one quar ter ;
jh; after three half-lives, one eighth, and so on . The uni t o f radioactivi ty is the " c u r i e " (Ci) which is equal t o a
£-• decay rate of 3,7 x 1 0 ' 0 disintegrations per second.

!. > i ladioisotopes can be prepared by nuclear reactions in particle accelerators (cyc lo t ron, Van de Graaff,
j ' • • ' etc.), but the cheapest and easiest method is by means of a nuclear reactor such as SAFARI -1 at Pelindaba.
f \ In this case the ordinary element is irradiated w i th an intense neutron f l ux and the stable nuclei can capture
f neutrons t o f o rm radioisotopes. Such isotope product ion is, however, l imi ted to isotopes w i th an excess o f
H neutrons; protonr ich isotopes must be prepared by means of accelerators such as the CSIR cyc lo t ron .
: -.-
3 • :

iý Example: Iron - the element with 26 orbital electrons and therefore 26 protons in the nucleus - appears in
:/: nature as four different stable isotopes: 54pe (j e, 54 nuclear particles (nucleons) and thus 54—26 = 28
L neutrons, 56pe (30 neutrons), 57pe (31 neutrons) and S^Fe (32 neutrons) with relative occurrences of
|v 5,84%, 91,68%, 2,17% and 0,31 % respectively. When iron is exposed to a neutron flux in a nuclear
fj; reactor, neutron capture takes place to form 55Fe, 57Pe, ^ F e and 59Fe. Of these, 5 5p e a nd 59pe are
ir̂  unstable and undergo radioactive decay, with half-lives of 2,9 years and 46 days, respectively.
Ï There are mainly three types of radiation arising from radioactive decay, namely alpha, beta and
|<: gamma rays. An alpha particle is actually a fragment of the nucleus, comprising two protons and two
v: neutrons, and is identical to the nucleus of a helium atom.

[ • The beta particle is identical to an electron except that it originates from the nucleus where it is
! produced by the transformation of a neutron to a proton plus a negative electron (negatron) or, less
< frequently, by the transformation of a proton to a neutron plus a positive electron (positron). Together
| ; with the beta particle, a neutrino is also emitted, with no charge or rest mass - and therefore very difficult
i' to detect - resulting in a continuous spectrum of beta-particle energies up to a specific maximum.

| After the radioactive decay has taken place, a new nucleus is formed as decay product, usually in an
| , excited state. The surplus energy is then radiated as electromagnetic radiation, known as gamma rays. These

quanta of energy are of the same nature as X-ray (or light) photons except that they are usually more
penetrating and originate in the nucleus.

• Ionising Radiation
|
! Alpha particles and gamma photons with discrete energies are consequently emitted, while beta
I particles have continuous spectra with characteristic maximum energies for the various radionuclides.

I Because alpha and beta rays are actually particles, they can be comparatively easily absorbed; a few
| centimetres of air in the case of alphas, and a few centimetres cf water in the case of betas, are sufficient.
" Gamma radiation is, however, even more penetrating than X-rays and several centimetres of lead may be
' necessary to reduce the intensity which follows an exponential attenuation law.
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Such absorption takes place mainly by the interaction with electrons which are knocked out of their
atomic orbits. When an electron is displaced into another orbit, it can return to its original orbit with loss of
excitation energy as light or X-radiation. If the electron is removed completely from the atom, the
remaining atom has a shortage of negative charge and is called a positive ion. Because of this ionisation
process, a, jJ and y rays are classified as ionising radiations. The chance of a nuclear reaction occurring is
much smaller and is consequently unimportant as far as the absorption of ionising radiation is concerned.

The unit of absorbed radiation dose is the "rad" (= 0,01 joule per kilogram) which is approximately
equivalent to the earlier unit of exposure in air, viz "roentgen" (R), and also for beta and gamma radiation,
to the biological dose equivalent "rem".

Detection

Most types of radiation can be detected by the human senses; light can be seen, heat can be felt, etc.
lit this modern age we are, however, already awar* of other radiations, e.g. radio waves, for which
instruments (e.g. a radio) are necessary for detection. In the same way, ionising radiation requires detecting
apparatus.

Detection of any radiation takes place only as the result of its effect on the instrument. The following
effects are used in the different detecting methods:

heat — temperature rise (calorimeter)

chemical - reaction (e.g. oxidation of ferrous to ferric sulphate)

- photographic (blackening of film)

ionisation - conduction (ionisation chamber)

- electrical pulse (Geiger-Muller or proportional counters

or solid-state detectors)

light - fluorescence (scintillation counter)

Large radiation doses are detected by calorimeter and by chemical reactions, and lower-intensity
radiation by ionisation chambers or photographic films. Individual rays are counted by Geiger or
scintillation counters. Apart from their remarkable sensitivity, the latter are also able to determine the
energy of the radiation quantitatively (and in this way can help to identify the radionuclide).

H E A L T H P R O T E C T I O N

Radiation Effects

Because of their radiatio.i properties it is clear that alpha and even beta radiations have only a local
surface effect unless the radioactive material is present internally. By means of penetrating gamma rays,
however, it is possible to irradiate the whole human body.

The human skin serves as an outer covering, while the various mucous membranes serve as inner
protection. Within these are the different organs, with the blood as the necessary nutritional and protective
medium. The damaging effect of penetrating radiation is mainly twofold, namely damage of the different
membranes, with resultant infection of the internal organs, and destruction of the blood and blood-forming
organs (bone marrow), with resultant weakening of the body's resistance.

A high radiation dose (approximately 450 rem) administer^ to the whole body, can result in death.
As in the case of sunburn, a considerably larger dose can be tolerated if applied gradually and the body thus
has the opportunity to recover between doses, it is also possible to apply large doses to parts of the body
(e.g. localised burns) without damaging the whole body. A dose smaller than about one-twentieth (25 rem)
of the fatal dose cannot, however, be detected medically, and physical methods of dose measurement are
necessary, i.e. by hoaith physics.

In the present enlightened age, only the results of small closes should be of practical importance to
the radiation worker. The damage to individual body cells can have long-term effects such as the
development of malignant growths several years after radiation, genetic changes, etc. Although it has not
yet been scientifically proven that there is no minimum dose necessary to cause damage, it is assumed for
the purpose of radiation protection that there is no threshold. The International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP) has existed since 1928, and this body lays down maximum permissible
radiation exposures as well as the maximum permissible concentrations of the different radioisotopes in air
and water. These figures are accepted throughout the world as a basis for radiation protection.
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Radiation Protection

It is important to note that for planning purposes a maximum exposure rate of 100 mR (0,1 rem) per
week must be applied, with a maximum accumulated dose of 5 rem per year.

Practical radiation protection is based on the properties of the particular radioisotope, i.e. the half-life
together with the nature (a, 0 or 7) and energy of the radiation, which determines the penetrating power
and biological effect. The permitted exposure time can then be determined by taking into account the
distance* from the isotope and also the necessary shielding. The health physicist has the task of weighing
up these various factors. Must an expensive apparatus of, say, R10 000 be built with the necessary shielding
and remote control, or can a worker be sent in briefly with a screwdriver?

Irradiation from external sources can normally be easily controlled because the person and the source
can easily be separated. Great care must, however, be taken to ensure that no radioactive material comes in
contact with the body either internally or externally. It is also important to note that the mass of
radiotoxic material is very much lower than that of corresponding chemical poisons. As a result the dangers
associated with internal contamination must be eliminated by good housekeeping and diligent pre-planning.

Radiation Control

Because ionising radiation cannot be detected by the ordinary senses, it is necessary to have suitable

monitoring instruments. In addition, it is necessary to record the observed doses very carefully.

For individual personnel dosimetry, use is made of the darkening of a piece of radiographic film as an
indication of the dose; to control the instantaneous dose a pocket dosimeter can also be used. The
registered personal close should be kept as low as possible by following safe working methods.

The basis of all radiation control is the monitoring of working areas with the help of Geiger or
scintillation counters and ionisation chambers. These instruments ensure that personal doses are kept to a
minimum. It is also important to ensure that no radioactive contamination of clean areas or of persons
takes place.

Control by Atomic Energy Board

According to the Atomic Energy Act (1967 revision of 1948 Act), all radioactive materials are under
the statutory control of the Atomic Energy Board. Such control is exercised with the minimum of
regulations (Government Ga/ette No. 1031 of 4 October 1968) but with emphasis on the appointment of
well-qualified inspecting physicists. Together with th° Bureau of Standards, it also supplies relevant
maximum permissible values and codes cf practice.

When applying for an authorisation, the prospective institution is required to nominate a responsible
person, with alternate, suitably qualified to assume responsibility for the safe handling of the particular
radioactive material. Furthermore-, appropriate facilities and monitoring instruments are required, as well as
regular medical surveillance and personnel monitoring. However, in the case of sealed sources used in
installed gauges, exemption can usually be obtained from many of the regulatory requirements (as the
associated radiation hazard is usually negligible after installation), on condition, however, that regular leak
tests are carried out on the source to yuard against any possible contamination.

An efficient countrywide personnel monitoring service is operated by the Bureau of Standards. At the
end of 1975 there were already 412 institutions using isotopes for non-medical purposes, of which 327
were industries. The associated control was carried out so efficiently that the average dose (as indicated by
film badges) received by the 2 372 radioactive-radiation workers (9 129, including X-ray users) in 1975 was
only 0,085 R i.e. a mere 1,7 % of the permissible 5,0 R per year.

*7he dose rate obeys the usual inverse square law, e.g. when a radioactive source is held at 3 distance of on*
centimetre the dose to the hands is 10 000 times greater than when tongs one metre in length are used.
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PRINCIPLES OF APPLICATION

The application of radioisotopes depends on the characteristic properties of radioactivity, namely the
emission of ionising radiation by unstable atomic nuclei. These rays can be detected with great sensitivity
by modern electronic apparatus, and can be measured quantitatively.

Such applications are particularly versatile, both in the range of application as well as in the
techniques which can be us^d. The latter can be classified in accordance with three general principles:

1. The ease and precision with which ionising radiation, and therefore the presence of the radioisotope,
can be determined.

2. The effect (absorption, scattering) which an irradiated material exercises on the nature and intensity
of the radiation.

3. The changes brought about by ionising radiation on material.

v; / \ Radioactive materials can be located and measured by detection of their radiations. The radiation rate

Tracing

Ra
X%{ is proportional to the number of radioactive atoms present (i.e. the mass), but independent of pressure,
w temperature, chemical combination, etc. The type and energy of the radiation identify the radionuclide,
-$\'"^ and thus the element of which it is an isotope.

For tracing purposes, the natural activity of the material concerned (uranium, thorium, potassium,,
tritium, etc.), the activity caused by irradiation with neutrons, etc., or added radioactive material, can be
used. The first of these is limited by the low availability and weak activity of natural radioactive material;
njutron activation, for its part, produces a uniform radioactivity right through the sample, provided this
sample is small enough and yields a suitable radioisotope - this is also a very sensitive analytical method
which can determine most elements qualitatively and quantitatively; the lastnamed method offers the
possibility of physical or chemical labelling of the object or material which is being traced. There are
suitable radioisotopes of almost all the chemical elements. In the case of hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen, aluminium, etc, however, the isotopes are less suitable.

The sensitivity of detection is dependent on the nature and energy of the radiation but can be almost
100 % for rays which reach the sensitive volume of the detector. Dependent on the specific activity, 10—6
to 10-12 grams of an element can be determined. The activities required for most of the tracer
experiments can also be limited so that no particular radiation danger exists for radiation workers. This is
especially the case when a nuclide with a short half-life is used, which loses its activity rapidly enough for
the end product to be sufficiently inactive for human consumption; hence the need for a local souce of
isotope production.

Influence of material on radiation

When nuclear radiation penetrates matter the intensity change is, at first approximation, dependent
on the amount of material in its path. The simplest application is to determine whether a container
(cigarettes, acid tank, molten-metal ladle, etc.) is full or empty.

The choice of radiation is, however, more important when quantitative measurements of thickness or
density are made. When thin paper or aluminium foil are being measured, beta rays are used; radiography of
several inches of steel is possible if penetrating (high-energy) gamma rays are used.

The scattering of radiation also serves as a measure of the amount of material present. Gamma rays
are used to determine, from outside, the wall thickness of pipes. In the same way, the thickness of a coating
of material on a denser backing can be established by beta scattering.

Radiation is, however, also used to analyse material qualitatively and quantitatively. By means of
radidtion, the characteristic X-rays of the particular element are generated, after which they can be
selectively determined. The use of a radioisotope source provides a simpler and cheaper method than
conventional X-ray fluoriinetry.

All the above radiation analyses are nondestructive and yield no radioactive products. They therefore
lend themselves to automation of the production machine concerned.
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Radiation affect

. Energetic nuclear radiation can knock the orbital electrons from the atoms of the radiated material,
causing changes in chemical bonds. Molecules are partly broken up, and from the fragments new
compounds can arise. No specific chemical products are, however, obtained, seeing that the radiation
effects are random and are not concentrated on specific electrons. Furthermore, the amount of radiation,
even in the case of very large doses, is very small in proportion to the number of molecules in the irradiated
material. (Even the high dose, ca 10 million rad, necessary for sterilisation, produces only one ionisation per
thousand molecules of water.)

Thus the ionising effect of nuclear radiation can be used only when it is biological cells and not
individual molecules which are influenced, or when a synthetic reaction is initiated by a small amount of
the compound formed (vulcanisation), or by a chain reaction (polymerisation).

Lower radiation doses can, however, still be usefully employed to eliminate static electricity or to •?''[
initiate gas discharges. In addition, the luminous effects of radiation on a fluorescent material are ;.
commonly used on watches and other dials. >\

CONCLUSION . %

The total amount of radium produced to date in the world is approximately 3 000 grams. This
activity (3 000 Ci) is about half that of the artificial radioisotope cobalt-60 present in only one radiation
unit for medical therapy. Such units are found today in most of the larger South African hospitals. This'
remarkable expansion of nuclear science throughout the world has been associated with a safety record
which has not been exceeded by any comparable industry.

The ready availability, since the Second World War, of a wide variety of artificial radioisotopes was
soon recognised and put to use by doctors, as well as scientists, with prior experience of radium and X-rays.
Although industrialists lagged behind initially, they are catching up fast in the large-scale application of
these powerful tools.

Previous technological reviews have concluded that South African industry has progressed
satisfactorily with the application of radioactive isotopes and radiation by well-established techniques such
as gauging and radiography. Other nuclear techniques such as leak detection, flow measurement and, in
particular, radioisotope-excited X-ray fluorimetry have received increasing attention — even some initial
results with neutron radiography are available. Tracer techniques have also been firmly promoted, thanks
largely to the wide range of facilities which have been built-up around the high-flux research reactor,
SAFARI-1, at the National Nuclear Research Centre, Pelindaba, Neutron activation analysis has also been
developed, with a wide range of facilities for exploitation on a routine basis. A technological facility for
massive irradiation was inaugurated during August 1971 for medical, food and chemical processing.

Generally speaking, it can be stated that the facilities for the full technological utilisation of nuclear
techniques in South Africa are well established, including the supply of the full range of radionuclides and
associated apparatus. It is concluded that the rightful extension of nuclear techniques is determined mainly
by the increasing sophistication of technology in South Africa.
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NUCLEAR TECHNIQUES SM INDUSTRY

A.S.M. de Jesus
Isotopes and Radiation Division
Atomic Energy Board, Pelindaba

S A M E V A T T I N G

Die referaat handel oor sommige van die nuttigste kemtegnieke wat in die nywerheidgsbruik word,
en die klem val op die potensiaal (en beperkings) van sodanige tegnieke. Verskeie voorbeelde van werklike
aanwendings word beskryf. Aandag word ook aan ekonomiese oorwegings verleen.

ABSTRACT

Some of the most useful nuclear techniques being used in industry are described, the emphasis baing
on the potential (and limitations) of such techniques. Various examples of actual applications are discussed.
Some comments on the aspect of cost/benefit wilt be made.

INTRODUCTION

The increasing degree of sophistication of South African industry, being brought about by greater
;V ; mechanization and automation, he i een largely due to the introduction of modern technologies coupled to
i new managerial attitudes towards frtuironmental changes.

i>:" Nuclear techniques are very much part of modern technology. One could almost say that nuclear
y\ technology is perhaps "too modern", for the simple reason that industry is not as aware of the potential
; and limitations of nuclear techniques as it is of other conventional and well-established techniques.

; Because it is part of the AEB's "business" to promote the use of radioisotopes and nuclear
í;': technology in South Africa, and because the AEB has built up in this field a considerable amount of

expertise which can be put to use in solving certain industrial problems, this is perhaps a good opportunity
to try to give industry a better idea of the scope and limitations offered by nuclear techniques.

To this end, a few nuclear techniques such as absorption and scattering of nuclear radiation, neutron
activation analysis (NAA) and energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence analysis (EDX), will be described in a
manner readily acceptable to the non-nuclear technologist, and will be illustrated by means of various
examples or industrial applications. Another very useful technique based on the use of radioactive tracers
has been purposely left out, since this technique is the subject of another paper presented at this
Symposium.

Since economic considerations are usually the decisive factor in any such application, some comments
relevant to the decision concerning the acceptance of systems based on nuclear techniques will be made.

GENERAL

When a nuclear technique is used one has some type of nuclear radiation (a, 0, 7 and X-radiation)
emitted by one or other type of source, and interacting in some way or other with the medium whose
characteristics or whose behaviour one wishes to establish. As a result of such interaction, either the original
radiation is modified or new radiation is emitted, these changes being then measured and related to the
specific variable which one wishes to determine.

One thus finds the following general characteristics in nuclear techniques:

(i) in most cases very little or no sample preparation is required;
(ii) the nondestructive character of nuclear techniques permits the inspected or analysed sample

(medium) to remain unaffected;
(iii) in many cases the results of the measurement can be made available on a real-time mode so as to

permit continuous control. In other cases, when real-time measurements cannot be done, it may b*
possible to make the measuring time sufficiently short so as yet to permit the use of automatic
control;

(iv) the output of the measuring system can easily be made available in digital form, rendering it suitable
for data processing or even for automatic control;
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(v) by proper choice of method, hardware and software, various degress of sophistication (and accuracy)
can be used; and

(vi) the operation of most nuclear systems can be made sufficiently simple so as to be handled by a
semi-skilled type of parson.

ABSORPTION AND SCATTERING OF RADIATION

Both absorption and scattering of nuclear radiation (neutrons excluded) are dependent on the type of
radiation used, and on the thickness and atomic mass of the medium to be sampled. Thus such behaviour of
radiation enables one (i) to measure thicknesses of materials, and (ii) since the atomic mass is closely
related to density, to determine densities and even compositions of materials.

The following are some examplesp— 4] of the application of these methods in industry:

(i) Level (interface) and density gauges
{ii) Substance (packaging) gauges
(Hi) Mass flow meters
(iv) Nuclear belt weighers
(v) Ash content in coal

H (vi) Thickness gauges for paper, metal coatings and sheets
f ^ (vii) Sulphur and other heavy elements in hydrocarbons
|"j (viii) Industrial radiography
| i (ix) Solids concentrations in slurries (and sediments in water)
1 : (x) Location of reinforcing bars in concrete.

r • Since neutrons in their interaction with matter behave in a different manner, such characteristic is
p] exploited to provide us with further information which cannot easily be obtained by using any of the other
j types of radiation mentioned above. Some applications! 1— 3,5] of particular interest are

;"' (i) Moisture determination
;• (ii) Determination of boron in materials
=: • (iii) Determination of light materials in thick metallic containers
< < : (iv) Neutron radiography (complementary to X and -^-radiography)
U (v) Borehole logging

| NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS (NAA)

|- The fact that the neutron possesses no electrical charge enables it to penetrate easily into the atomic
£-*' nucleus and to cause a nuclear reaction. In the case of some elements the resulting nucleus is radioactive,
f and decays by emission of detectable radiation characteristic of that nucleus. Therefore, this technique
r lends itself to the identification and determination of some elements in various materials.

Í. Although most such types of analyses are carried out by using high neutron fluxes from nuclear
i reactors, one may, in some instances, use the neutrons emitted by inexpensive radioactive sources. This has
| permitted the development of analytical systems[6] to be utilized in the industrial plant itself. Some of the
{ elements more easily determined by means of NAA with radioactive sources, are fluorine, aluminium,
, silicon, manganese, chromium, iron, copper, silver, tungsten and vanadium.

H ENERGY-DISPERSIVE X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS (EDX)

When ionizing radiation (a. 0, y and X-radiation) interacts with the atomic electrons of elements.
X-rays of energy characteristic of each specific element is emitted. The ionizing radiation can be supplied
by small radioactive sources, while the energy and intensity of the emitted characteristic X-rays can be
determined by suitable detectors. Analytical systems of various degrees of complexity and based on this
technique can be developed not only for laboratory use but also for use on the shop floor as well as in field
work. Some areas of application[7] of the EDX technique are

(•) Geological pro.-pection
ii"i Minero-metallurjiy processes
(iii) Alloy identificat on
(iv) Determination of heavy metals in hydrocarbons
(v) Borehole logging
(vi) Metal-plating industry
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(vii) Refinement of gold
(viii) Water and air pollution
(ix) Cement industry
(x) Steel industry
(xi) Space research (analysis of the lunar and Mars surfaces)

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

The estimation of possible advantages brought about by the utilization of nuciear techniques fc
usually based on assumptions of improvements aimed at helping to relate to the project the potential value
of the technique to be used. In such estimation the main factors to be considered are the benefits to be
gained from the rapid availability of information, the impact on maximization of returns, and the criterion
to be used in deciding on the size of the capital outlay. Although the inherent uncertainties involved in such
forecasts can lead only to the establishment of broad guidelines, these are nevertheless extremely useful
since they decrease the probability of a wrong decision regarding the use/non-use of nuclear systems.

CONCLUSION

Nuclear techniques are obviously not the "cure-all" when industry is faced with problems involving
the determination of the behaviour of a specific system or the analysis of a condition. In many cases such
techniques cannot be used at all, or a conventional technique may be preferable to the nuclear option.
There are, however, many other cases where the advantages lie with the nuclear technique, or even where
this technique constitutes the only choice available. Furthermore, it is expected that the amount of
research and development work being carried out in this field will produce greater refinements, more
sophistication at id a greater diversification of applications of nuclear techniques. What seems to be required,
particularly on the South African scene, is that industry be as aware of nuclear techniques as it is of other
techniques and that the choice amongst the available alternatives be made on an objective and rational
basis.
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RADIOGRAPHY AS AN INSPECTION TOOL

M.C. Bartholomew
Chief Equipment Inspector

Mobil Refining Co. S.A. (Pty) Ltd, Durban

SAMEVATTING

Die meriete van radiografie as 'n ondersoek instrument word bespreek. Oplossings vir sekere omstrede
probleme wat in die olieraffineernywerheid ontstaan, word toegelig.

ABSTRACT

The merits of radiography as an inspection tool are discussed. Solutions to certain contentious
problems which arise in the oil-refining industry are illustrated.

We are all familiar with radiography of welds for quality control, and with the necessity thereof, but
when we appreciate that the final film is just an image of density variation, we can adopt this technique to
give us a picture of the internals of equipment in daily use in industry today. In the oil-refining industry we
have used this technique on numerous occasions as an inspection tool when confronted with a problem
which has affected production and which contained a certain element of doubt. Production and
maintenance personnel always seem to differ in opinion when confronted with a problem; the following
illustrations show how contentious problems have been resolved.

(i) Fractionating towers consist of a series of trays with withdrawal pans and nozzles at various
elevations. On one occasion withdrawal from a pan was restricted and pluggage WJS expected.
Radiography of the withdrawal pipe indicated distinctive density variation and the question of
whether the line was half plugged with scale or only half filled with liquid was raised. Radiography of
the withdrawal pan was planned and, with the co-operation of the SABS a 1,2 Ci 6OC0 source was
obtained. For the 2,4 m (8 ft) diameter tower and a source to film distance of about 2 m (7 ft), an
exposure of 41 hours was necessary to obtain sufficient density variation. Interpretation revealed that
the clamped withdrawal pan was displaced and no liquid was being retained for withdrawal. A quick
emergency shutdown was planned and the fault rectified.

(ii) A leak through the shell of our Catalytic Cracking Reactor, two weeks after being repaired, came as
quite a surprise. A temporary patch was welded in position and radiographic investigation resorted to.
The leak was in the region of stripping steam spargers, and the immediate thought was incorrect
orientation and steam impingement on the shell. Radiography revealed this to be the case so the plant
was depressurised and the sparger reorientated to blow inwards.

(iii) Ultrasonic thickness measurement of piping at temperatures above 166 ° C (300 ° F ) requires special
techniques and probes, and more consistent results have been obtained radiographically by projection
on to a flat film and correcting for geometric magnification.

(iv) A leak on a 152,4 mm (6") diameter piping elbow in a non-corrosive cold service, was baffling.
Radiography revealed a round file in the pipe which was held in equilibrium by the flow of liquid in
the system and had gradually worn through the 7 mm thick steel wall. This had been dropped down
the pipe during construction and had taken 2% years to wear through.
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THE APPLICATION OF NUCLEAR EQUIPMENT
TO MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL

IN THE STEEL INDUSTRY

J. van Schalkwyk
Instrumentation Department, Iscor, Newcastle

SAMEVATTING

In hierdie referaat word sommige van die redes vir die benutting van uitrusting bespreek wat

kernstraling vir beheer oor prosesse in die staalnywerheid gebruik.

Die aanwendings word ontleed om die redenerings te staaf en om die soeklig op die faktore en
beginsels te laat val.

ABSTRACT

In this paper, some of the reasons for utilising equipment which makes use of nuclear radiation for
the control of processes in the steel industry will be discussed.

Two applications will be analysed to demonstrate the reasoning and to highlight some of the factors
and principles.

INTRODUCTION

:. The present Newcastle Works has a capacity of 2,5 million tons per annum, and due to the fact that
: planning and construction of this Works started six years ago, it is reasonable to assume that the equipment
: used at this Works is of the most modern available.

- At present there are sixty-five installations making use of radioactive nuclides in this Works, being
; made up as follows:

:;. 34 bin or hopper level detectors
8 moisture measurement installations

:••• 20 molten-metal level controllers
2 nondestructive testing of metals and soil

•; 1 nuclear belt mass meter

Since there are certain dangers involved in the use of radioactive nuclides in any application, certain
-• , precautions are necessary and strict discipline must be applied to enforce them. There must be definite
v factors that make the use of this method of measurement advantageous enough to tip the scales in its

;-V ^ ^ favour. In fact, it turns out that in certain applications there is just no practical alternative to this type of
measurement.

FACTORS FAVOURING THE APPLICATION OF NUCLEAR EQUIPMENT

With regard to the abovelisted applications, all possible alternatives were investigated; the reasons for
selecting nuclear equipment are as follows:

i. No other practical alternative exists:

An example of this is the application where the fast and continuous determination of the percentage
moisture in batches of coke is required. The alternative method of percentage mass loss due to evaporation
under vacuum or high temperature is much too slow; it is also very difficult to obtain a representative
sample of coke.

Another example is the molten-metal mold level measurement, where no alternative method of level
measurement could be found.

li* Maintenance' is ininirnM*

Since the apparatus is not in direct contact with the material being measured (this is particularly true for
hopper level measurement and belt mass measuring equipment), there is a minimum of mechanical wear and
tear of the equipment
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These applications normally operate under oxtremely adverse conditions of dust, grit and sludge, and quite
often the material being handled is very abrasive, which would make any optical, ultrasonic or mechanical
instrument of measurement very expensive to maintain.

fn nuclear measurement th9 source and detector are mounted opposite each other, on the outside of the
hopper, and are easy to maintain and calibrate. In the case of belt mass measuring equipment, the
measurement will be independent of factors such as belt tension, idler adjustment and othar factors which
are difficult to control. This is due to the fact that no physical contact between the mass-measuring device
and the belt or material exists.

Contrary to common belief, the above equipment is not extremely complex to use and maintain, and is
quite within the scope of the average technician. All it requires is a basic knowledge of the principles of
operation and handling of nuclear sources, together with a working knowledge of electronics. This is
demonstrated by the fact that for all except one of the applications previously listed, exemption has been
obtained from the Atomic Energy Board from employing a Registered Radiation Worker to use and
maintain the equipment. There are also various organisations which offer the necessary training if a deeper
knowledge of Nuclear Radiation is required, the most noted being the Pretoria, Vanderbijl Park ana'
Witwatersrand Technical Colleges, which can be contacted for more information.

iii. Cost

This point actually summarises the previous two in that the alternatives to nuclear measurement become so
involved and expensive to maintain that, in the long term, the nuclear equipment is economically the most
feasible.

Examples
i. Percentage moisture content of coke in a hopper feeding a blast furnace

safety
container

actuating
air supply

stainless sttd tubt

hopper gate

Dtttail

slow neutron
fast neutron

hydrogen
atom

slow-neutron
dtttctor

stainless stttl
tub*

fatt-ntutron source

The average moisture content of the coke contained in the hopper is required for mass-compensation
purposes. This means that the apparatus must be suitably positioned.
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Use is made of a fast-neutron source and a slow-neutron detector, which will not record the neutrons
emitted by the source, but only those dislodged from the hydrogen atom of the water molecules present in
the coke. The higher the water content in the coke, the higher will be the amount of slow neutrons
dislodged by secondary emission and consequently received by the detector, resulting in a higher moisture
reading. The moisture content of the coke can vary from two to twenty per cent per mass units in practice,
and as the coke is charged per mass, this is compensated for by the computer in the system to vary the coke
in order to keep the dry mass of coke charged at a proset level.

Another interesting point of this application is the safety actuating/retraction system used to prevent
loss of the source. It is pneumatically operated and the function is such that if a drop in air pressure occurs
due to either a failure of the air supply or a leak in the system, the source is retracted automatically into
the safety container.

ii. Materials charging hopper system on top of a blast furnace (schematic representation):

1. Bridging source
300 mCi 6 0 C o

2. Bridging detector probe

3. Throat detector source
1 000 mCi 6 0 C o

4. Throat detector probe
5. Material gates

The system consists of two steel hoppers which are charged in turn and which discharge into the top
of the furnace, being controlled by the materials gates shown in the diagram above.

There are two sets of sources and detectors per hopper, as shown in the diagram.

Used separately, they have the function of detecting whether there is any material in the throats and
hoppers respectively. The additional function when they are used in conjunction with each other, is to
determine whether any bridging of material in the hoppers has occurred, as indicated in the left-hand
hopper.

As the materials used for charging the furnace are not always free-flowing, it can happen that material

at the bottom of the hopper is drained away, leaving a bridge in the hopper. This will be indicated by the

throat material detector showing an empty throat while the bridging detector indicates a hopper full of

material. Corrective measures can now be taken.

An interesting point which can be seen from this example is the fact that the sources used in the
throats under the hoppers are of 1 Ci strength, while those used for bridging detection are of only 300 mCi
strength, although the amount of material and the distance between source and detector is much greater.
The reason for this is that in the throat measurement the steel-wall thickness which the radiation has to
penetrate is greater.
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This points to the fact that the person who specifies the equipment to be used must have an insight
into the principles of application and operation of this type of equipment

CONCLUSION

In conclusion it can be stated tttat with the ever-increasing use of nuclear radiation measurements in
industry, the traditional prejudice against this type of measurement will progressively be broken down as
the number of installations using nuclear radiation for industrial measurement increases.
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'>: APPLICATION OF NUCLEAR TECHNIQUES AT SAPPI TUGELA MILL

IP V. Page and C. Oberholzer
| | / SAPPI Ltd, Mandini

| ^ S A F V J E V A T T I N G

ji'::". Twee kerntegnieke word beskryf wat gereeld in hierdie Meul toegepas word. Vyf radioaktiewe bronne
§ t word gebruik om die vlak van die kerfies te meet en, indien nodig, 'n alarm te laat lui. Digtheids- en
H^ massavloei-installasies is ook in bedryf om digtheid van die dik swart loog te meet wat in die oonde
gj^ ingespuit word.

| | ABSTRACT

!:': • Two nuclear techniques as applied routinely at this Mill are described. Five radioactive sources are
fcj-i used to measure and alarm chip-level changes. Density and mass-flow installations are also in operation to
!(; / monitor the density of Heavy Black Liquor being fired into the furnaces.

Í CHIP-LEVEL CONTROL

Three radioactive sources are used to measure the height of the chip pile above the liquor level. The
liquor level is controlled by a conventional level transmitter, but over a height of 40 metres, with specific
gravity changes taking place in the digester, errors in the level indication are inevitable. A too high chip level
will reduce pulp quality due to contact by direct steam.

Another source is situated above the other three to activate an alarm only.

The fifth source is installed in the chip chute of the steaming vessel. This chute is small in area and
subject to erratic level changes which could cause severe mechanical damage if the chip level is allowed to
go too high.

This device not only sounds an alarm but trips various pumps and feeders.

NUCLEAR DENSITY AND MASS-FLOW INSTALLATION

Two density and mass-flow installations are in operation on No. 1 and 2 Chemical Recovery Furnaces
for the purpose of monitoring density of Heavy Black Liquor (HBL) being fired into the furnaces.

Problems were experienced in the past with the application of "contact" type instrumentation on
HBL lines due to the high temperature and abrasive qualities of this liquor. A typical example was the use
of refractometers: the lenses were clouded by constant abrasion and, furthermore, steam purges had to be
employed to keep the lenses clear; this resulted in erosion problems occurring on the bodies of
refractometers.

Nuclear density gauges were consequently fitted in special piping configurations to measure the
density of HBL, with considerable advantages being gained from the fact that there is no physical contact
between the medium and the instrumentation; this cured one of the major problems experienced with
contact-type instrumentation.

However, another problem arose in that the sample flowing could not be varied over the full range
required due to the fact that the measuring units were fitted directly to operational furnaces and could
therefore be varied only over a limited range, approximately in the centre of the range.

It must be borne in mind that HBL being pumped into Recovery Furnaces is at an elevated
temperature (104 - 114 °C); conventional sampling and testing methods are bedevilled by frothing and,
due to temperature, are hazardous. These problems could of course be overcome by using a test installation
wherein the complete pipe unit, complete with the nuclear source and detector, is fitted and calibrated
under simulated running conditions of density, pressure, flow and temperature. These conditions can then
be varied as per actual conditions over the whole range without the danger of firing liquor, which will not
burn at low density, or of blocking nozzles at high density.



The use of such a test rig would ensure that calibration points were then spread over the whole range
and not obtained from a number of points near the middle of the range, which, when piotted, could result
in erroneous results. The cost of such a rig would of course be high and would be used only in the initial
stages of calibration.

Laboratory tests are employed to establish accuracy of equipment, and these are by nature
long-winded and drawn out. Tests consist of reducing a sample to its bone-dry state after first weighing and
then re-weighing dry. This will provide the density or percentage of solids, which is then compared to meter
readings. This system again is fraught with difficulties, and results are only as good as methods and weighing
equipment allow it to be.

The system is further expanded in that a flow-meter reading is fed into the electronics which
computes a mass-flow signal; this provides a readout of dry tons per hour of solids fired in the furnace.

A further factor which could affect the accuracy of the system is the variation in temperature of the
flowing liquor - this is not a problem due to the fact that a temperature-compensation device may be fitted
which would automatically compensate for any variation in temperature.
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THE USE OF RADIOACTIVE TRACERS IN INDUSTRY

S.W. Smith
Isotopes and Radiation Division

Atomic Energy Board, Pelindaba

SAMEVATTING

Die voordele van radioaktitjwe spoorders word kortliks bespreek. Die aanwendingsmoontlikhede van
hierdie spoorders in die nywerheid word deur middel van 'n beknopte oorsig oor spoorderproefnemings
toegelig wat op verskeie gebiede uitgevoer is. Veiligheidsaspekte word bespreek. Die gevolgtrekking is dat
eksperimente met radioaktiewe spoorders 'n kragtige middel uitmaak om verskeie prosesprobieme te
ontleed, en 'n stygende vraag word voorspel. **"

ABSTRACT

The advantages of radioactive tracers are summarized. The applicability of these tracers in industry is
illustrated by means of a brief review of tracer experiments that have been done in a variety of fields.
Safety aspects are discussed. It is concluded that radioactive tracer experiments constitute a powerful tool
for analysing various process problems and an increased demand is predicted.

INTRODUCTION

Tracer experimentation is probably one of the oldest analytical techniques in industry. The literature
describes tracer techniques as early as in 1863 when Schliesing[1] originated the salt-dilution technique for
water flow measurements. The introduction of radioactive tracers some 60 years ago widened the field of
application because tracer studies became possible in areas which could up to thsn not be explored by
conventional chemical or dye tracers. The special properties of radioactive tracers resulted in their extensive
application in industrial, medical and agricultural fields.

The main advantages of these tracers can be summarized as follows:

(i)

The main advantages of these tracers can be summarized as follows:

The radiation properties of a radioactive tracer are not changed by heat, chemical reactions or phase
changes. An isotope tracer can usually be chosen to match a process better than any other tracer, and
in many cases it is possible to radioactivate a sample of the actual process material.

(ii) Radiation can be detected through the walls of containers, which makes on-stream measurements
possible and excludes the need for sampling, which inevitably introduces errors.

f (Hi) Even when sampling cannot be avoided, laboratory analysis is relatively simple and rapid and needs
very little sample preparation.

(iv) Very high dilutions of radioactive tracers can be measured fairly accurately. Dilutions of 107 to 1O1C

are commonly used in plant studies.

Most tracer experiments are problem-oriented, i.e. they are designed to solve a specific problem in a
specific industry. It would not be possible to give, in the scope of this paper, more than a general indication
of the types of tracer studies that have been done in South Africa and abroad. Extensive reviews can be
found in the literature[2,3,4]

MATERIAL-TRANSPORT STUDIES

The largest demand for tracer work in industry is in this field which includes the measurement of
volumes, residence times, flow rates, diffusion rates and degree of mixing. A tracer experiment usually
involves the addition of a tracer to the feed of the process and the measurement of the resulting tracer
concentration vs time distribution in the discharge. Apart from the mean residence time, information about
t!ie mixing characteristics and flow dynamics of the process is also contained in the distribution. The
analysis of the response curve is often done with the aid of a mathematical model[5,6], the response of
which is compared with the measured response. Both quantitative am* qualitative information which can be
applied to improve process control and design, can be obtained in this way.
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The demand for tracer experiments of this nature has increased considerably in South African
industry[6] during the last decade. The gold-mining industry has made extensive use of the method in
milling[7] and leaching studies. The residence time of gold ore in ball mills was measured by means of
activated gold ore, and tho mixing efficiencies of leaching Pachucas at four different mines were determined
with both solid (activated gold ore) and liquid (1 9 8Au) tracers. The behaviour of various particle-size
fractions of platinum ore in flotation cells was studied, again by activating samples of the ore. A tracer
experiment with 41 Ar helped to confirm the maldistribution of the catalyst in a catalytic cracker reactor at
NATREF. The effective volumes of the sugar crystallizers at two different plants of Huletts Sugar Co. were
determined by means of '311. The transit times of solids through rotary kilns were measured in cement and
steel plants. 42« Was introduced on several occasions into the blast furnaces of ISCOR with the aim of
obtaining more information about the accumulation of natural potassium in the furnaces.

The usefulness of radioactive tracer experiments in this field becomes apparent when the large variety
of applications are considered. An authority in the field made the following general statement[8]: "Tracer
experimentation is the most convenient tool for determining when deviations from ideal flow are serious,
and for handling these deviations".

FLOW RATES

The measurement of flow rates of fluids by radioactive (and conventional) tracers have been
jÉ'f developed to such an extent[9,10], that it is today considered one of the most accurate methods. It is
§?? routinely used by several companies in America and Europe for calibration purposes[4]. Several techniques
0 are available for applying the same principle to a va'iety of situations ranging from the measurement of
K-;: flow rates of rivers to the ventilation rates of gold mines[6].

fi. Two methods of measurement are more commonly used than others: Either the time it takes a pulse
U' of radioactive material to travel between two detectors is measured, or the flow rate is calculated from the
r dilution of a tracer which is injected at a constant rate.

: CORROSION AND WEAR RATES

; Radioactive tracer techniques can easily be applied to measure corrosion or wear rates in particular
r\ situations! 11]. Experiments of this nature are usually conducted by activating a specific component and
fj measuring the rate of release of activity.

: MIXING STUDIES

Tracer techniques are particularly suitable for determining the mixing efficiencies of batch and
continuous operations. A typical example is the following: In the manufacture of polyvinyl alcohol it is

. necessary, at a certain stage, to ensure the rapid homogenous distribution of a catalyst in the mixture in

•* order to obtain a better conversion of the chemical reaction. Because the reaction is accompanied by phase
I- changes, this is difficult to achieve. An experiment by Schmitz[12] proved that the performance of the
< equipment that was designed to do this was satisfactory, because a much shorter mixing time than the total

i time required for the completion of the reaction was obtained.

The consistency of mixtures in bagged or packed products can also be determined by tracer
techniques.

LEAKS AND BLOCKAGES

Radioactive tracing has been developed into a useful complement to other methods for detection and
localisation of leaks and blockages. The most typical application is the leak-localisation of buried
pipelines! 13]. The leaking section is filled with a tracer solution, put under pressure (if necessary) for a
suitable time, and flushed. Activity should then remain only in the vicinity of the leaking points. This
principle can be applied to a great variety of other equipment as well.

For cleaning pipelines, scrapers called "go-devils" are used[14], which sometimes get caught in the
pipe because of major blockages. To facilitate their recovery, radioactive sources are built into the scrapers.
The position of the blockage can thus be determined from outside the pipe.
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SEDIMENT TRACING

Several studies concerning the determination of sediment movement patterns on the seabed have been
made[15]. The tests involve the release on to the seabed of either sand labelled chemically with a
radioactive isotope, or artificial radioactive glass-sand, in quantities of a few kilograms. Subsequent
dispersion patterns, due to bottom currents generated by wind and wave action, are determined' by towing a
detector along the seabed. The results help in deciding on the positioning of breakwaters and dredged
channels in new and existing harbours. The method has been used at Waivis Bay, Lamberts Bay, Hout Bey
and Richards Bay.

DISPERSION OF POLLUTANTS

Radioactive tracer techniques have made substantial contributions to pollution studies. For gaseous
dispersion studies, an inactive tracer is commonly used and the concentration of tracer in the sample
determined by means of neutron activation analysis.

SAFETY

In all tracer tests undertaken, full precautions are taken so as to ensure that workers or any members
of the public are not exposed to any radiation hazard. The maximum permissible concentrations of
activities in materials, drinking water and air, as specifie-i by the International Commission on Radiological -~>~
Protection are adhered to.

CONCLUSIONS ,
h

New production processes are usually complex and a much better understanding is often required in
order to optimize design or process control. The potential usefulness of tracers as an industrial tool for :
trouble-shooting and process-efficiency studies is becoming better known, and it can be expected that the L
demand will increase inasmuch as many fruitful avenues of application still await exploration by industry. \j
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£ ; RADIOISOTOPE TRACING OF HIGH-VISCOSITY FLUID FLOW
j£-j THROUGH STIRRED TANKS IN SERIES - A CASE HISTORY

§|:í ' I.A. SMITH
w . ; • Huletts Sugar Limited

P
g | SAMEVATTING

f S ; Die grondprosesse word beskryf om suiker uit gesuiwerde en gekonsentreerde suikerrietsap te verkry.
î E:' Hitteruilprobleme en ander oorwegings word bespreek wat as motivering vir die besluit gedien het om
S-'. proefnemings met 'n kerntegniek op suikerkristalliseerders te doen. Die voordele van 'n gekoppelde
j , * ; ' eksperiment met 'n radioaktiewe spoorder word bespreek en word toegelig deur vergelyking van die
i«:: gekoppelde reaksiekrommes met die reaksiekrommes deur monsterneming verkry. Die toepassing van die
sfp? resultate word bespreek en die slotsom is dat hulle van onmiddellike waarde was in 'n optimal? bestuit oor
^;> metodes om aanlegdoeltreffendheid te verhoog.

Uf ABSTRACT

i:../" T h e basic processes whereby sugar is recovered f r o m puri f ied and concentrated cane juices are
v? described. Heat-sxchange problems and other considerations which motivated the decision t o exper iment
;V,'r l i i l * ! * »i m i A l a i c Mr tk in in i i^ r\n nm*aa> **^wr>*^l I «corf ^ra WicAupcnri T n * i i / l i i^ntti i iap *xi tin\r\n on / \ n . l i n a a v n o r i m a i ^ t

^ ~ with a radioactive tracer are discussed and are illustrated by comparison of the on-line response curves with
response curves obtained by sampling. The application of the results are discussed and it is concluded that

•: \ they were of immediate value in aiding with an optimum decision on measures to improve plant
!c; performance.

fi INTRODUCTION

(••v The basic processes whereby sugar is recovered from purified and concentrated cane juices have
k\ remained unchanged for over a century. Crystallisation is effected by evaporation under vacuum to a point
;'.: where the solution becomes supersaturated in respect of sucrose. The resultant slurry of sugar crystals and
Í;.;,. mother liquor, known as massecuite, is then discharged to tanks open to atmosphere, where it is retained
:c for a further period. The purpose of these vessels, termed crystal Users, is to maintain a state of
;i supersaturation in the mother liquor and thus permit further crystallisation to take place. They are always
j=j stirred and the agitators are sometimes designed for the passage of water, thus doubling as cooling elements.
f \_ Thereafter the massecuite passes to perforated basket centrifuges for separation of crystallised sugar and
:;: mother liquor. The mother liquor goes through a second crystallisation/centrifugation stage and the process
\ is repeated until increasing concentrations of soluble impurities render further attempts at sucrose recovery

:' uneconomical. For South African conditions, the number of such crystallisation stages is almost always
three.

The fact that the unit operations have remained unchanged for so long does not mean that
technology in the area is static. In respect of the third and final crystallisation stage, two important
advances have recently taken place. The first is the conversion to continuous flow-through operation of
crystallisers, often by interconnection of existing batch units. The other is the introduction of continuous
centrifugal separators which can tolerate a much higher viscosity of feed material than the former batch
machines. As a direct result of the second change, viscosities in the crystalliser stage in the order of 10.3 Pa.s
(10.6 centipoise) are the norm.

REASONS FOR TRACER STUDY AT EM PANG EN I MILL

In 1970 a new continuous crystalliser plant was installed at the Empangeni Mill of Huletts Sugar
Limited. The system comprised seven 46 m3 capacity horizontal cylindrical tanks, arranged as shown in
Figure 1. The water-cooled stirring elements did not rotate continuously in one direction but were made to
reciprocate through an angle of 100 ° by means of hydraulic rams.
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Operating results with the new system were disappointing in that outlet temperatures of massecuite
were significantly above design levels. It was suspected that the reciprocating action of the stirrers was the
cause of the poor performance, and the drive on one of the units (No.6) was converted so that the elements
rotated in the conventional manner. Determinations of overall heat-transfer coefficient were carried out on
this unit and on two of the others. Resultant values were 24 W/m2, oc for the rotating element, but an
average of only 13 W/ir>2. °C for the reciprocating elements.

With this confirmation of the poor heat-transfer performance of reciprocating elements, conversion of
the remaining six drives to rotary motion was felt to be desirable. The problem was that the anticipated
benefits in terms of temperature reduction would only marginally justify the high cost involved. It was
therefore decided to investigate another area in which it was felt that the reciprocating motion could have
an adverse effect, that of deviation from massecuite plug-flow in the form of bypassing and stagnant zones
within the units. The only suitable technique for doing this was by means of a tracer mixed into the
massecuite.

CHEMICAL OR RADIOACTIVE TRACING?

Tracer studies on similar plant have been carried out in Australia[1 ] by injecting lithium, sampling the
outlet and determining lithium content of the samples by atomic-absorption spectroscopy. The Research
and Development Department of Huletts Sugar has an atomic-absorption spectrophotometer system and all
other resources required to enable the tracing work to be carried out within the company. The reasons for
the rejection of this technique in favour of the relatively less convenient and more expensive
radioactive-tracer method therefore deserve some comment.

The fundamental objection to chemical-tracer tests is that they require samples to be taken, and for
this application there were severe doubts that samples would be representative of the total massecuite flow.
The interconnections between crystallisers, from which samples could be taken, have a rectangular cross
section with dimensions of 1 000 mm x 400 mm. Due to the very high viscosity of the massecuite, flow will
be laminar, and a pronounced velocity profile from walls to centre of the interconnection is likely to exist.
Chances are small that the velocity a*, a single sample-withdrawal point will be equal *.o mean velocity, and
any such sampie would probably not be respresentative of total flow.

This objection does not apply to radioactive-isotope tracing by means of on-line counting, although it
will, of course, apply to the alternative of sampling and subsequent counting on high-sensitivity laboratory
instruments. It was for this reason that the on-line counting method was used. Samples were in fact taken
for later counting in the AEB laboratory as a backup in case of on-line system failure, and these results
confirm that the sampling technique can introduce unacceptable errors. Figure 2 shows counts for the
outlet of No.5 crystal I iser from both the on-line detector and the samples, tt is obvious that the samples
represented a side-stream of very much lower flow rate than the average. Sample and on-line counts agreed
quite well for units 6 and 7, but had the tracing been done by means of samples only, the obviously
impossible results for No.5 would have raised similar doubts about the pattern for 6 and 7, and the whole
body of data would probably have been regarded as worthless.

RADIATION HAZARDS

It is not intended to discuss this aspect in any detail. The following brief comments are made only to
indicate that no radiation hazards could have resulted from the injection of a radioactive isotope into
material that ultimately becomes a foodstuff.

The half life of the isotope used (iodine-131) is 8 days. The sugar recovered from the massecuite in
question is not a final product but is returned to process. Due to the high efficiency of recrystallisation as a
purification process, only about 0,015 % of the tracer will end up in product sugar. This raw sugar goes to a
refinery where further considerable dilution takes place due to mixing in the process. The time lag between
tracer injection and retail sale of sugar is in the order of weeks.

The bulk of the tracer goes out, with final molasses, into storage tanks with capacities in the
thousands of tons range. Retention time is in the order of months Dilution effect is enormous as there are
several transfer stages, with concomitant mixing, before the molasses or any subsequent products can
become part of foodstuffs for human consumption.



ir The most pessimistic estimate of tracer concentration in raw sugar is less than one-hundredth of the

•̂:-• maximum level considered safe for drinking water.

| | RESULTS OF TRACER STUDY

fá The tracer (20 niCi iodine-131) was mixed into about one litre of massecuite, which was then injected

v f as a slug into the inlet of No.5 crystalliser. The output from detectors mounted on the outlets of
:-': crystallisers 5,6 7 was continuously recorded until counts reached insignificantly low levels - between 33
f I-, and 40 hours after injection.
;•.> Response curves from the three detectors, smoothed and corrected for decay, are shown in Figure 3.
y. • Interesting features are the double peaks for 5 and 7, possibly indicating two distinct flow paths through
iv these units, and the very long "tails". Both these characteristics caused difficulty with the accurate fitting
i;'; of mathematical models to the data. It is not intended to discuss the modelling aspect, which was carried
;- ° out by the Atomic Energy Board[2], as the response curves plus mean residence times derived from the
w/ models characterise the system well enough for the discussion here.
|t? It can be seen that some back-mixing occurs, but this had been expected, and the extent of deviation
i;l from ideal plug-flow was, if anything, less than had been feared. As regards mean residence times, the
I;! results indicate no significant dead volume in No.5 but a very high 67 % dead volume in No.6 and 50 % in
t\ No.7.

APPLICATION OF RESULTS

The finding that dead volumes were higher with rotating than with reciprocating elements came as a
surprise. Whatever the reason, it was apparent that with the system in its present form, the drives could not
all be converted to rotary motion, as overall retention time could become excessively low. However, the
problem of how to reduce temperature levels still remained.

As an interim measure, a compromise solution was adopted. This involved conversion of a further two
units, 2 and 4, to rotary drives. Temperature/time profiles, predicted from heat-transfer coefficients and
dead-volume estimates for rotary and reciprocating drives, respectively, appear in Figure 4. The curve for all
drives rotating shows a residence time of only 11 hours, which is unacceptably low. The partial conversion
to alternate reciprocating/rotating drives, however, shows a reduction from 25 to 20 hours which can be
tolerated. The reduction in final massecuite temperature is only 1,9 °C but the generally lower profile
throughout the system would significantly increase crystallisation rates.

These modifications came into effect in 1975. Unfortunately the objective measurement of
mass-transfer (as opposed to heat-transfer) performance of sugar crystallisation plant is extremely difficult,
and is also influenced by a number of variables other than those of residence time and temperature. It is
therefore not possible to give a quantitative indication of the benefits due to the changes made. It must be
noted, however, that 1975 was the first year for which overall performance of the final crystallisation stage
at Empangeni Mill was not significantly inferior to results from other factories with similar plant. Other
factors are known to have contributed to this improvement, but there can be little doubt that the changes
described above played a significant part.

CONCLUSION

Radioactive tracing was successfully used to characterise flow of high-viscosity material through
stirred tanks. The results were of immediate value in aiding an optimum decision to be made on measures to
improve plant performance. Resultant benefits cannot be precisely quantified but certainly justified the
effort and expense involved in carrying out the tracer test.
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FIGURE 2
Tracer counts at outlet of No.5 crystalliser from on-stream detector and from samples withdrawn
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FIGURE 3
Tracer counts and calculated residence times for crystallisers 5,6 and 7
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I THE USE OF ISOTOPES TO STUDY THE PERFORMANCE
|f; OF INDUSTRIAL ABSORPTION TOWERS

| l E.T. Woodburn

| \ SAIWEVATTING

|;v" Die proses word beskryf waarvolgens absorpsiekolomme gasmengsels skei met toeligting oor die
^ ï wetenskaplike onsekerhede om gasvloei, vloeistofvloei en mengeffekte te verduidelik. Kripton-85 is in 'n
:':-'^ eksperimentele opstelling as spoorder gebruik om dispersiedata te verkry wat aan 'n wiskundige model gepas
| S ; is. Hierdie radioaktiewe spoorder het die aard van die dispersiemeganisme onthul en daartoe bygedra om
|v/; pakkingseienskappe te evalueer.

|£" ABSTRACT

]:y. The process whereby absorption towers separate gas mixtures is described, indicating the scientific
;.•;.; uncertainties in explaining gas flow, liquid flow and mixing effects. In an experimental setup, krypton-85
V: was used as tracer to obtain dispersion data which were fitted to a mathematical model. This radioactive

•
tracer revealed the nature of the dispersion mechanism and helped to assess packing characteristics.

;'•• Absorption towers are important in the chemical industry, where they are used as a device for
;4 separating gas mixtures. They are also particularly important in the preparation of synthesis gas for liquid
j>M' fuel production, as well as the production of feedstock gases for ammonia.

f f One of the important features to be considered in absorption towers is the choice of the correct
Ey. packing material, which is normally fairly expensive and also dominates to a large extent the performance
IS of the tower. Although the complex flow system in an absorption tower is understood reasonably well in a
yy, qualitative sense, there is surprisingly little quantitative information about it.

gf To outline what I mean by complex flow situation, it would perhaps be useful to review just briefly
Jf; what happens in an absorption tower. Essentially it is a large cylindrical column, which is filled with
?- packing of various shapes. The packing can be made of stoneware, stainless steel, aluminium, plastics, etc.
|: ' Over the packing will trickle a liquid, and in the free spaces left by the liquid and the packing a gas will flow
!ý; containing the mixture which is to be separated. The gas can flow either in a direction opposite to that of
*>:•. the liquid, that is, in counterflow and up the tower, or it can in certain circumstances flow parallel with the
y ' liquid direction, that is, down the tower, in cocurrent flow.

Under one condition in absorption towers in which the packing is Raschig rings, a decrease in the
mass transfer coefficient is noted at a liquid Reynolds Number of about 750, A similar decrease is not
observed for the same gases in which the packing material is Intalox saddles.

It was thought that the possible explanation for the difference concerned the mixing of the gas in the
axial direction, that is, in the direction parallel to the length of the cylinder. It is very important in all cases
for all towers that good mixing occur in the radial direction, that is, in the direction parallel to the
diameter.

The effect of mixing in the axial direction is effectively to dilute the incoming gas with the gas at the
exit concentration. This results in a lower concentration in the gas phase and a tower rate of transfer of the
soluble gas to the liquid.

Although this was reasonably well understood and a reasonable thing to suggest, there was very little
evidence to support this conclusion. We therefore felt justified in studying the gas mixing patterns at greater
depth. The ideal gas tracer was 85Kr.

The experimental procedure involved the insertion of two Anton 108C Geiger counters in specially
designed sheaths into the column. The lower counter was placed at the bottom or gas inlet, and the upper
counter at the top of the column. These counters were linked via preamplifiers to sealers, and the output
pulses from the sealers were individually recorded on a seven-track Philips ANA-LOG 7 tape recorder.
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The tracer was injected into the entering gas stream, i.e. before it entered the column, as follows: The
ampoule containing the tracer was placed in a pressurized steel container. After breaking the ampoule, the
pressurized mixture containing the tracer was admitted to the inlet gas by means of a solenoid valve
controlled by a microswitch. The microswitch simu taneously started a timing circuit which recorded an
oscillation on both tracks of the tape recorder. When the microswitch was released, the circuit was then
opened to the individual outputs from the two ratemeters. The individual outputs from the ratemeters were
recorded on parallel tracks on the tape.

Typical wave forms are shown in Figure 2. The lower graph is plotted on a larger time scale than the
upper, the degree of dispersion being indicated by the spread of the pulses.

It is at this point in the isotope work that the trouble starts. Though it is possible with a little care to
obtain reasonably accurate experimental dispersion information, the crucial question arises as to what to do
with It; in other words, how does one interpret it?

This is a point at which many experimental investigations break down, and I would urge that the
maximum degree of attention be paid to data interpretation by those embarking on the use of isotopes. In
our case we had a mathematical description of the mechanism which we thought would be applicable and
which could be used to describe the dispersion. The model contained in it two unknown parameters,

(1) an average velocity u; and
(2) an average mixing coefficient E.

These parameters could be linked together to form a dimensionless group, which was called the Peclet
Number and which was equal to ux^f- It was possible to estimate the parameters from the mixing data. It is
perhaps of interest to examine a typical curve which shows the way the Peclet Number varies with the gas
and liquid rates. The Peclet Number decreases with increase in liquid Reynolds Number up to a certain
point, and from that point onwards the Reynolds Number stays constant. This implies a change in the
mechanism of mixing.

Without going into details, it is quite interesting to note that

1. The point at which the mechanism of mixing changes corresponds to the point at which there is the
drop-off in mass transfer coefficient;

2. the onset of that mixing, that is, the mechanism whereby the performance of the tower is affected,
was only observed at liquid rates greater than NReL = 700. Therefore the significant drop in mixing
which is recorded at lower rates is due to a dispersion mechanism which does not affect the overall
transfer of mass.

Figures 4 and 5 show absorption profiles in the column. In Figure 4 the line of the mixing coefficient

E from isotope tests is effective in predicting dispersions. These runs reflect NReL -> ?00.

Figure 5 shows profiles for which the mixing coefficient is unable to predict the profile satisfactorily.
These runs are for NReL < 700.

The dispersion investigation revealed the mixture of two different dispersion mechanisms, one of
which adversely affects absorption, and the other not.

The understanding gained from these tests is important in assessing packing characteristics,

N.B. Th- Fiquics ifliMn;cl to in this paper have, due to unforeseen circumstances, not been included with
tin |M|HM The pn.'siHitation of the paper will, however, be illustrated with ptojecied tiaiupaiencies.
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INDUSTRIAL PROCESSING WITH RADIATION

T.A. DU PLESSIS
Radiation Technology', Chemistry Division,

Atomic Energy Board, Private Bag X256, Pretoria

SAMEVATTING

Die gebruik van groot isotopiese stralingsbronne en versnellers in die nywerheid word oorsigtelik
bespreek. Die voordele van verskillende bronne van ioniserende straling word aangetoon en die ontwikkeling
en huidige status van stralingstegnoioqie word kortliks uitgewys. Aandag word aan die rol verleen wat
stralingsprosessering speel in die kruisbinding van polimere op die gebiede van kabelisolering, kunsledemate,
verpakkingsmateriale en die verbetering van natuurlike rubber. Vervolgens word daar op die moontlikhede
gelet om polimere met straling te sintetiseer, om sodoende die verharding van nie-konvensionele deklaete
bewerkstellig en in die vervaardiging van polimeerhoutsamestellings om die eienskappe van sagtehoutsoorte
te verbeter. Die moontlikhede word bespreek om natuurlike vesels deur straling te verbeter, en aandag word
aan die belangrike rol verleen wat straling reeds in die steriliseiing van mediese produkte speel. Ten slotte
word daar op die rol gewys wat straling kan speel om voedselbederf te bekamp asook om rioolslyk vir
landboudoeleindes geskik te maak.

ABSTRACT

T h e use of large isotopic radiat ion sources and accelerators in industry is reviewed. T h e advantages o f
various sources o f ionizing radiat ion are indicated, and t h e deve lopment and present status o f radiat ion
technology are brief ly described. A t t e n t i o n is given to the role played b y radiat ion processing in the
cross-linking o f polymers as applied t o cable insulat ion, art if icial l imbs and packaging materials, as wel l as
for improving natural rubber. In addi t ion , a t tent ion is given t o radiat ion as a possible means o f synthesizing
polymers, of hardening non-conventional coatings and o f manufactur ing p o l y m e r - w o o d composites,
thereby improving the properties o f softwoods. T h e possibility o f improving natural fibres by means o f
radiat ion is discussed, and at tent ion is given t o the impor tant role already played b y radiat ion in the
steri l izat ion o f medical products. F inal ly , reference is made t o the role wh ich radiat ion can play in reducing '"-.•
f o o d spoilage, as well as in mak ing sewage sludge suitable for agricultural purposes. ;?•

INTRODUCTION ;

Just over 30 years have elapsed since the layman first became acquainted with the concept of £r
"nuclear radiation" in the intense flash of the explosion above Hiroshima, and right up to today the nuclear «:
radiation from this explosion every year still claims its victims. In the more recent past the accent on \ ,
ecological problems relating to the operation of nuclear power stations in the USA has contributed little ?
towards influencing, for the good, the view of the general public with regard to nuclear radiation. It is .'V
nevertheless still a fact that the useful application of radiation has already obtained a foothold in our / ;

everyday lives; already it is an important instrument in mans's fight against disease, against hunger, in his ''
search for better housing, and in numerous ways it plays an important role in making his life easier. Before
we pass on to take a closer look at the field of radiation technology in its rich variety, it is appropriate that
we first briefly indicate what radiation technology actually is. When matter is exposed to energetic ;

radiation, this may result in chemical changes in the irradiated substances, and these chemical changes may
in turn cause noteworthy changes in the physical and biological properties of the irradiated substances. In
radiation technology it is precisely these changes resulting from the absorption of radiation in matter that
we attempt to utilize at an industrial level. As will follow from the discussion, the study area of radiation ;,
technology is characterized by its interdisciplinary nature, and there is almost no field in which it cannot 1
play a role. For the purpose of this paper, discussion is limited to economically viable radiation applications | ;

already being utilized in industry, or which are being developed for future industrial applications. In j .
addition, the activities in South Africa in this field are illustrated in order to give you an idea of the
potential of radiation technology for industry in South Africa.
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RADIATION SOURCES
)

The energetic radiation sources used in radiation processing are either isotopic sources or electron
accelerators. Where large volumes of material must be processed, use is usually made of cobalt-60
irradiators, in view of the high penetrating ability of the energetic gamma radiation of this isotope. Where,
however, we require the radiation treatment to be limited mainly to the surface of an article, electron
accelerators, in their turn, play an important role.

The most important isotopic source being used at present is cobalt-60, and several plants, each of
whijh contains approximately a million curies of this isotope, are at present in use. The radioactive rods are
usually arranged in a source rack in such a way that the articles to be irradiated move psst the source at a
fixed rate, thus receiving the required irradiation dose, as shown in Fig. 1. An irradiation source of this
nature is usually housed under water in a deep pool, or is housed inside a thick shield of concrete or lead,
planned in such a way that the radiation cannot escape from the irradiation cell. Since a fatal irradiation
dose can be delivered in less than a second in such irradiators, they are usually designed so that the
operating staff can have no access to the irradiation cell when the plant is in operation. A particular
characteristic of isotopic sources is the fact that the isotope continuously emits radiation, and that this
process can in no way be influenced from outside. To utilize an isotopic source as economically as possible,

| | a plant of this type must therefore be operated day and night, and entails a large measure of automation.

| t Electron accelerators produce energetic electrons which normally do not penetrate more than a few
f? millimetres of the surface of an article. Accelerators have the special advantage that they may be switched
S on and off at will and, coupled with the fact that energy deposition per unit of time is more than 3 000
f/ times that of isotopic sources, these machines are ideal for use in industrial radiation processing. Further,
;V when it is borne in mind that a particularly high energy utilization is a characteristic of accelerator
I; processing, we can understand why this source of radiation has grown so much in popularity during the last
Q; decade. An accelerator of this type is depicted in Fig. 2.

f
p., PRESENT SCOPE OF RADIATION PROCESSING
i£'
| i In the USA radiation processing has grown to such an extent that the industry's gross turnover now
|. amounts to more than $300 million annually, and the growth continues at a rate of 15 % per annum. More
i- than fifty million curies of cobalt-60 are currently being used throughout the world in chemical processing
li and sterilization plants — the latter being by far the biggest user of isotopic radiation sources. There are at
I ' present more than 100 industrial electron eccelerators in use throughout the world, with a total capacity of
H~ more t h a n 1 0 0 0 k W ; w i t h one or t w o except ions, they are used fo r radiat ion chemical processing. In the
V f ield of accelerator applications an almost exponent ia l increase in the ut i l i za t ion o f these machines is
!•'• predicted.
fe> In the USA approximately 700 patents were issued in respect of radiation processes during the period
: 1950 to 1970; at present this figure increases by approximately 120 a year. It is appropriate to mention
: \ here that more than 70 % of the patents mentioned are related to polymer chemistry.

CROSSLINKING OF POLYMERS

Polymers usually consist of long chains of molecules which are intertwined and thus present a
measure of rigidity. By exposing these molecular chains to irradiation, the chains can be linked to each
other at a number of intersections, thereby effecting a greater spacial rigidity. Where unirradiated polymers
become soft at high temperatures and the polymer chains start sliding over each other, the radiation
Crosslin king of the polymer ensures that the chains now no longer slide over each other, and the irradiated
polymer article therefore retains its form even at high temperatures. The crosslinking of certain polymers
by means of radiation thus leads to a considerable improvement in the polymer's thermal resistance.
Another very important result of the crosslinking of a polymer by means of radiation is that a so-called
'memory-effect' is built into the irradiated polymer; if, after irradiation, the polymer is heated to its
softening point, stretched by mechanical means, and cooled down in the stretched form, on subsequent
heating it will again return to the physical shape it had during irradiation. These properties which are given
to polymers by exposing them to radiation, are today being utilized on a large scale by industry, as will
appear from the following applications:



f~.\ (i) Crosslinking of cable insulation. Judged by the volume of sales, the radiation crosslinking of
Pr- polyethylene-coated and PVC-coated wire and cables is the biggest industrial application of radiation
fp; processing in the USA, Russia, the UK, Germany and Japan. During 1974 a length of almost 35 000 km of
| v ; cable insulation was treated monthly in Japan, which clearly illustrates the extent of this application of
|::;. radiation. The use of electric cables with crosslinked insulation has numerous advantages as fai as increased
|;;; resistance to heat and solvents is concerned. The product is used in telephone exchanges where the
jfC necessary space for electronic components can be cut by approximately 70 %. Although it is also possible
;> to achieve the crosslinking of cable insulation by means of chemical methods, it is much more difficult to
jjji? control such processes, since the temperature required to make the chemical crosslinking take place is so
|:.\' high that it may cause th<j insulation to sag. Radiation crosslinking, on the other hand, is carried out at a
If lower temperature and process faults can therefore be more easily detected and rectified (see Fig. 2 ) . There
;.:í is less waste at the beginning and end of the process, and therefore less material is rejected. I t has been
Í;," stated that the Western Electric Corrpany in the USA saved $4 million in the first seven months in which
£ - ; they applied this technique.

| i • / (ii) Crosslinking of high-density polyethylene (HDPE) . HDPE is used on a large scale by orthopaedic
fe;' surgeons for the manufacture of artificial limbs. Experience has taught that the high pressure exerted in
:•:' . certain joints, e.g. knees, causes a cold f low of the HDPE in that the polymer chains begin sliding over one
s>;:' another under the pressure, thereby diminishing the efficacy of the prosthesis. A program was undertaken
";:•• at Pelindaba whereby artificial knees were crosslinked by means of radiation to eliminate the undesirable

cold-flow characteristics of HDPE in these prostheses during prolonged use. Research in this field was
successfully completed and a variety of artificial limbs are at present being improved by radiation on a
regular basis at Pelindaba.

(iii) Heat shrinkage of polyethylene f i lm and tubing. Although heat-shrinkable f i lm, tubing and tape can be
manufactured f rom polyethylene f i lm by mechanical means, only those products that have been treated
with radiation have a shrinkage capacity of 10 to 50 % in both dimensions. This property is an outcome of

vi. the so-called 'memory effect' that we have already mentioned. If such irradiated f i lm is securely wrapped
!VV' round an object or electric wire and then heated, the film will shrink, forming a particularly tight-fitting
Í{{•' wrapper around the article. This material is used on a large scale for packaging, cable covers, terminal
r:r: insulation and electric harnesses. Large-diameter polyethylene pipes are used in the same way to seal
K concrete pipes tightly at their joints. There are already two firms marketing products of this type in South
«I Africa, but at present all of these products are still being imported from the USA. Negotiations are now
|U under way to investigate the possibility of manufacturing these products locally by utilizing the irradiation
£: service of the Atomic Energy Board.

Jv: (iv) Polyethylene foam. Radiation crosslinking is also used in the manufacture of closed-cell polyethylene
£;". foam. The polyethylene f i lm, to which a blowing agent is added, is crosslinked with radiation to increase
|:1 the heat-resistance of the polymer. Subsequent heating of the irradiated f i lm then releases the gas, which

gives rise to the formation of foam and which allows the volume to increase up to forty-fold. The irradiated
product has a smooth surface, uniformly closed cells, and an exceptional resilience. This product is used on
a large scale in Japan and the USA as padding in the interior upholstery of motorcars, as lining for crash
helmets, in floor mats, the sealing material of bottle tops, and similar applications of polymer foams.

(v) Prevulcanized rubber latex. Natural rubber latex may be crosslinked by means of radiation and then
used in existing equipment and moulds by evaporating the serum at 7 0 ° C . Such crosslinking of the latex
provides a much tougher product than the non-irradiated latex and is already used on a large scale in France
in the manufacture of surgical gloves which require a thin but very strong f i lm. The cooperation of the
relevant industries in South Africa has already been obtained and initial results appear promising.

FORMATION OF POLYMERS BY RADIATION

The radiation-induced polymerization of vinyl monomers opens up yet another fast-developing field
for radiation processing. By this process of radiation polymerization we understand the chemical linking of
small molecules to form a macromolecule or a polymer. The particular advantage of radiation
polymerization lies in the fact that thu process can be much better controlled, since the radiation source is
situated outside the reaction medium and is therefore not affected by the reaction process itself. In this
way plastics of a particularly high degree of purity can be obtained. Since the radiation synthesis of a
plastic is a complex one, we limit this talk to but a few examples of such processes.



(i) Radiation polymerization. The process whereby Teflon is manufactured chemically is exceptionally
complex and involves a great danger of explosion. The reason for this is that the chemical initiator must be
heated to allow the reaction to take place. At this temperature, however, the reaction can be set going so
violently that there is a serious risk of an explosion. In this case radiation can play a very useful role. The
monomer is cooled to - 4 0 °C; at this low temperature the gaseous monomer becomes a liquid which,
during irradiation, can easily be converted to the polymer, while the danger of explosion can easily be
eliminated. This possibility flows from the fact that the radiation from the isotopic source is independent
of temperature, and even at such low temperatures chemically reactive species can easily be formed. This
possible use of radiative energy is at present being intensively investigated at Pelindaba.

(ii) Radiation-cured coatings. The use of accelerators and UV light in the paint industry to cure paint
surfaces today attracts wide interest and is a branch of radiation technology which is making swift progress.
By using a suitable paint composition, no solvents need be used and an accelerator can cure this paint
composition within a fraction of a second. In this way only the paint is exposed to the radiative energy, as
opposed to the normal heat-curing processes in which the whole article must be heated in order to cure the
paint. Both UV-light and accelerator curing of coatings lead to dramatic savings in energy requirements to
achieve coating curing as follows from Table I. Little progress has been made in this field in South Africa.

TABLE I
Energy requirements for the curing

of coatings

i
h

isr

Qwctpm
wy sue» I I

Oxidising alkyd-amino-
aliphatic solvent
Short-oil oxidising alkyd-
melamine
Short-oil alkyd-melamine
Oil-free polyester-melamine
High-solids oil-free
polyester-melamine
Low-temp, curing thermosetting
acrylic-melamine
High-temp.stoving thermosetting
acrylic-epoxy
Acrylic NAD-melamine-aliphatic
solvent
Two-component acrylic-isocyanate
in aromatic solvent
Water sol.alkyd-melamine in
mixed water-hydroxylic solv.
Water sol.acrylic-melamine in
mixed water-hydroxylic solv.
Thermosetting polyester powder
coating
Thermosetting acrylic powder
100 % curable UV acrylic
100 % curable electron-beam
acrylic-polyester

Energy to cure
MJ/m2

0,60

0,93
1,18
1,03

0,70

1,11

1,49

0,96

Air drying

0.76

0,81

0,49
0,46
0,14

0.04

Stoving temp.

oc

80

130
150
150

150

120

150

120

140

150

200
190
-

Energy required

for resin mfre

0,12

0.08
0,09
0,11

0.11

0,03

0,04

0,04

0,03

0.15

0.04

-
-

0.03

0.03
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(iii) Woodpolymer composites. The formation of woodpolymer composites (WPC) by means of radiation
represents ont of the most spectacular applications of nuclear energy. WPC is obtained by impregnating the
wood with the monomer of a certain plastic. By means of radiation, this liquid monomer is then converted
to a solid substance in the voids of the wood. In this way a material is obtained with the appearance of
wood, but whose microstructure is filled with plastic. The presence of the plastic in the wood gives it most
of the eminent qualities of the plastic without sacrificing the advantages and aesthetic qualities of the
wood. By this means the properties of the softer and cheaper species of wood may be improved to the
extent that they compare favourably with the harder and superior varieties. In this field the Atomic Energy
Board is working closely with the South African Lumber Millers Association and private industry, and large
quantities of WPC are at present being manufactured in a pilot plant at Pelindaba.

TEXTILE MODIFICATIONS

When a natural fibre such as wool or cotton is irradiated, it results in the formation of chemically
reactive points on the natural polymer. Were we now to allow the monomer of an artificial fibre to come
into close contact with these reactive points on the wool or cotton, the artificial fibre will begin to grow
chemically onto the natural fibre, thereby changing the properties of the textile. Naturally this process
differs from that in which the fibres of a natural and an artificial fibre are mixed with each other physically.
In the case of radiation grafting it is not possible to separate the two fibres from each other one:.' they have
been joined, since they are in effect tied to each other chemically. This technique is now being used on a
large scale (50 million metres annually) in the USA to improve the properties of cotton-polyester blends,
and clothing material is obtained with improved properties in respect of permanent press and dyeability, as

f:. well as better resistance against water, wear and perishability. Basic research into this use of radiation for
:>• the local wool industry has already reached an advanced stage and, in collaboration with the Wool Board
• ; v and the Wool and Textile Research Institute, this research is at present being continued on a larger scale.

[ RADIATION DEGRADATION

:, Some polymers degrade during irradiation. Although this effect of radiation may appear to be

s, somewhat negative, it is at present being used on an industrial scale in two main areas.
fTT"'

The Union Carbide Corporation in the USA decided to market polyethylene oxide for a wide range of
applications, which in turn again gave rise to a wide range of manufacturing conditions. It was then decided
to manufacture only one product with a high molecular mass, and then to degrade this product by means of
radiation until it possesses the characteristics required by a particular client — a great simplification cf the
manufacturing process. Radiation degrading of Teflon is used in the USA and Japan in order to degrade
waste of this polymer to form a very fine powder which is then marketed as a spray lubricant in aerosol
cans. By this means the pollution problem is being solved and the waste material usefully applied.

RADIATION STERILIZATION

The high demands for sterility made today in the medical and pharmaceutical industries, as is clearly
apparent in the precautions that must be taken to prevent infection during organ transplants and some
orthopaedic operations, entail that articles intended for sterile use be subjected to severe control measures.
This controi is hampered by the large demand for sterile products of a diverse nature, which has again
resulted in more and more emphasis being placed on devices that are used only once and then discarded.
The use of such disposable devices eliminates the cumbersome resterilization of equipment, and the danger
of cross-contamination is therefore also eliminated. According to figures obtained from Germany, the use
of disposable articles results in a saving of approximately 50 hours per bed per year in hospitalization — an
enormous saving when the high cost of hospitalization is taken into account.

The question immediately arises: Just what is it that makes radiation sterilization so inviting? If we
compare radiation sterilization with other methods of sterilization, the reliability and simplicity of the
method immediately strike one. Although not all micro-organisms are equally sensitive to radiation,
intensive research has shown that an irradiation dose of 2,5 Mrad is sufficient to destroy all pathogenic
micro-organisms. It is thus also internationally accepted that if an article is exposed to an irradiation dose
of 2,5 Mrad, it will be sterile after irradiation. In comparison with other methods of sterilization, radiation
sterilization is characterized by its simplicity and accompanying reliability, as shown in Table I I .
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TABLE II

Factors to be controlled for a reliable sterilization process

Variable

Temperature
Time
Pressure
Vacuum
Concentration
Wrapping
Humidity

Autoclave

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Irradiation

No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Ethylene

oxide gas

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

One of the most important advantages of this sterilization method lies in the fact that the article may
be finally packed before the sterilization is carried out, since the energy of the radiation is so high that it
easily penetrates the packaging and thereby sterilizes the article in its packaging. This advantage results in
an enormous simplification of the manufacturing process of such articles, since the article may be
manufactured under non-sterile conditions and packed finally; only then need the sterilization be carried
out.

Radiation sterilization also has the advantage that a much greater variety of materials can be utilized
in the manufacture of disposable medical articles, and in most cases this leads to a considerable saving in the
manufacturing costs of such articles. In some cases articles may even be manufactured from materials which
cannot be sterilized in any other way. The synthetic materials from which most of the disposable medical
equipment is manufactured today have been so improved during the past number of years that hardly any
change in colour or mechanical strength occurs during irradiation. The result is that there is scarcely any
article today which cannot be sterilized with radiation. There is, accordingly, an imposing list of articles
which are currently being sterilized by radiation, among them sutures, surgical-examination goves, swabs
and bandages, apparel of paper-plastic composites for the operating theatre, plastic pipes and parts of the
artificial kidney and the heart-lung machine, artificial limbs and heart valves, to name only a few.

The particular advantages which this utilization of radiative energy holds for the medical and
pharmaceutical industries in South Africa were already realized at an early stage. Unfortunately an
irradiation plant for the sterilization of products on an industrial scale is very expensive, and there is as yet
not a single manufacturer of such disposable medical articles in South Africa for whom it would at present
be economically feasible to set up such a plant. Seen against this background, the Atomic Energy Board
decided in 1971 to establish such an irradiation plant at Pelindaba and thereby provide the relevant
industries with an irradiation service. In this way local industry has been able to utilize this modern
technology at 3 very competitive price. The service was so favourably received that the plant at Pelindaba is
today one of the largest of its kind in the world, and a large share of the products sterilized here are
intended for overseas markets. At present almost 50 tons of disposable medical products per month are
sterilized at Pelindaba with the aid of radiation, and all things indicate that this figure will be exceeded in
the future, in conclusion, we wish just to point out briefly that this application of nuclear radiation at
present represents the largest utilization of nuclear energy in South Africa; this situation will only change
once the nuclear power station at Koeberg is commissioned.

UTILIZATION OF RADIATION IN AGRICULTURE

The possible utilisation of radiation in agriculture has been the object of industrious research in
South Africa during the past four years. When biological material is irradiated, a reduction in the
microbiological activity ensues. This reduction in biological activity means that a fixed time will elapse
before the irradiated fruit or agricultural crop again returns to its initial level of biological activity, and this
period of time leads to a possible extension of the shelf life of the irradiated fruit. From this it follows that
the shelf life of fruit and vegetables can be extended if they are exposed to relatively low irradiation doses.

At Peii^daba research is being carried out into the possible extension of the shelf life of subtropical
fruits, with a view to both the domestic and export markets. When one considers that South Africa is
situated far from most of its export markets in this field, even a marginal extension of the shelf life of such
e -art products can result in the opening up of markets which would otherwise haVe remained out of
reach. The biggest local activity in this field has to do with mangoes, and initial results have been so
encouraging that a pilot plant for the large-scale treatment of subtropical fruits is at present being erected at
Tzaneen.
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<T,; Local research is being carried out in close collaboration with the interested international
!; \ organizations to ensure that the nutritional value of the irradiated fruits is not adversely affected by this
f;; ;• treatment. Such international cooperation also ensures, that once a worldwide clearance for the human
t | :i consumption of a particular variety of irradiated fruit is given, export of such treated fruit will be
'if:':" permissible.
h. In a related field, the Atomic Energy Board is working closely with the Veterinary Rssearch Institute
[p at Onderstepoort in an attempt to find a cheaper method of treating beef carcasses infested with measles
j \3 (tapeworm). At present such carcasses are refrigerated for approximately three days at a temperature of
;wc - 1 8 °C in order to kill the parasites by freezing. This is a time-consuming and extremely expensive process
§:)(,(' which increases still further the price of meat which is already of a low grade. Research has shown that
ggV infested meat could possibly be treated with small irradiation doses to ensure that the tapeworm will not be
K-: further propagated. This should allow the meat to be suitable for human consumption. From an economic
:.% point of view, this possible application of radiation appears very promising and a revolution in the
:s:: treatment of infested meat is not ruled out.

il
«. TREATMENT OF SEWAGE WASTE WITH RADIATION

;••.;. The solid waste in sewage provides a possible- source of fertilizer, but the danger of infection inherent
;Xf in the use of sewage waste has meant that in the past this source of fertilizer could not be seriously

considered. By exposing the solid waste to a relatively low irradiation dose, the waste may be pasteurized to
a level where it is suitable for use as a fertilizer. Very good progress has already been made in this field in
other countries (see Fig. 3) and, in collaboration with the CSIR, the Municipality of Johannesburg and the
Water Research Commission, the Atomic Energy Board has in view the further investigation of the viability
of this application.

' Although radiation processing was overemphasized and then disregarded in the early stages of nuclear
energy, it has nevertheless been found both economically and technically to be the best technique for a
wide range of industrial applications. Three factors which may have a profound influence on the future of
this technology are cost, environmental problems, and energy utilization. The dramatic decrease in the
operating costs of accelerators over the past decade has undoubtedly opened up new application areas for
radiation processing, and, with the expected further decrease, one of the earlier objections against radiation
processing is thus eliminated. Radiation processing has already clearly shown itself to be a technology
which is coupled with exceptionally little environmental pollution, and in future this aspect will play an
even greater role in the choice of processes. We live, furthermore, in a world which daily becomes more
energy conscious, and the utilization of radiation to enable processes to take place represents an extremely
efficient way in which to utilize energy. It can therefore be expected that radiation technology will play an
ever-increasing and important role in industry, and in this regard everything is being done to ensure that
South Africa will be able to share in this progress.
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Fig. 3
Schematic diagram of the Deer Island (Boston) Electron Research Facility for the
in-line disinfection of municipal effluent by high-energy electrons. A 750kV
accelerator supplied by High Voltage Engineering is utilized in this facility.
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